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Key takeaways

Under the British Columbia Securities Commission’s (BCSC) new Whistleblower 
Program, individuals who report serious market misconduct may now receive significant 
monetary awards. In response, businesses should review and update their internal 
policies and procedures as necessary to prevent, detect, and address misconduct and 
ensure alignment with the BCSC’s Whistleblower Program.

Background

On Nov. 7, 2023, the BCSC announced a new Whistleblower Program (Policy 15-604) 
that offers monetary rewards and protection for individuals who report serious 
misconduct in the investment market. The program aims to encourage whistleblowers to
come forward with information that could lead to enforcement actions and deter 
fraudsters and other violators of securities laws.

The program addresses a wide range of misconduct, such as insider tipping or trading, 
market manipulation, fraud, misrepresentation, and illegal distributions. The program 
applies to misconduct that occurs inside of B.C. as well as conduct that occurs outside 
of B.C. but affects B.C. investors.

To qualify for an award, whistleblowers must provide information that leads to one or 
more of the following enforcement outcomes:

 a halt trade order;
 issuance of an administrative penalty;
 issuance of a notice of hearing;
 a person entering into a settlement agreement;
 identification and location of assets of sanctioned people; or
 collection of outstanding amounts due from orders or settlement agreements.

The information must be original, voluntary, and not publicly available. The information 
must also relate to someone else’s wrongdoing, not just the whistleblower’s own. 

https://www.bcsc.bc.ca/-/media/PWS/New-Resources/Securities-Law/Instruments-and-Policies/Policy-1/15604-BCP-November-7-2023.PDF?dt=20231102172820
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Whistleblowers can file their tip anonymously, but they must reveal their identity to the 
BCSC before receiving an award.

Whistleblowers may receive awards ranging from $1,000 to $250,000, depending on 
various factors, such as how quickly the information was reported, how much the 
information contributed to the enforcement outcome, the seriousness of the misconduct,
and other considerations. A whistleblower may receive more than one award for the 
same information, up to a maximum total payout of $500,000.

Whistleblowers may use a special online portal to submit whistleblower tips. The BCSC 
will protect the confidentiality of whistleblowers and their information, subject to certain 
exceptions, such as when disclosure is required by law or necessary for a fair hearing.

Whistleblowers are protected from retaliation by employers or others under the 
Securities Act (British Columbia). Retaliation includes any adverse action, such as 
dismissal, demotion, harassment, or discrimination, that is taken or threatened because 
of the whistleblower’s reporting or cooperation. The BCSC can take enforcement action 
against anyone who engages in retaliation or attempts to deter whistleblowing.

Individuals are excluded from receiving an award under the Whistleblower Program if 
they provide information only about their own wrongdoing. However, such individuals 
may qualify for credit for cooperation under the BCSC’s Credit for Cooperation program 
(BC Notice 15-701). Under this program, individuals may receive benefits from the 
BCSC for reporting their own misconduct. Depending on the individual’s cooperation, 
benefits may include reduced sanctions, the BCSC not commencing enforcement 
proceedings, settling the matter on less serious allegations and the BCSC not referring 
the matter to criminal authorities.

Implications

The BCSC first implemented protections for whistleblowers in March 2020, and are 
hoping that the new monetary award will increase reporting by the public. The 
Whistleblower Program is expected to increase the detection and deterrence of 
misconduct in the investment market, which could enhance investor confidence and 
market integrity.

It is yet to be seen whether the BCSC’s Whistleblower Program will be successful. In 
2016, the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) launched their own whistleblower 
program which, as of March 31, 2023, has paid $9 million to 11 whistleblower and 
received 797 tips from more than 840 whistleblowers. The OSC’s whistleblower program
has grown in the public’s awareness, experiencing an average annual increase in tips of
17% in recent years.

While the maximum award of $500,000 under the BCSC’s program is lower than the 
OSC’s $5 million, the OSC requires that a final order or voluntary payment be made and
that the appeal filing period have expired before an award payment is made. The award 
amounts in BC may be less, but the BCSC will pay for a broader range of enforcement 
outcomes and will pay more quickly.  

Recommendations

https://www.bcsc.bc.ca/-/media/PWS/New-Resources/Securities-Law/Instruments-and-Policies/Policy-1/15701-BCN-November-7-2023.PDF?dt=20231102172821
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While the BCSC’s Whistleblower Program may protect investors and promote 
confidence in the capital markets, it may also pose some challenges and risks for 
businesses. The program may increase the likelihood of whistleblowers bypassing 
internal reporting channels and reporting directly to the BCSC, which could undermine 
the effectiveness and credibility of internal mechanisms.

Businesses should be aware of the BCSC’s Whistleblower Program and its potential 
impact on their operations and governance. Businesses without internal whistleblower 
policies should consider adopting ones that meet the needs of their organization and 
help facilitate compliance with securities laws. Businesses with existing policies and 
procedures should review and update them as necessary to prevent, detect, and 
address misconduct and ensure alignment with the BCSC’s Whistleblower Program. 
Businesses should also educate and train their employees and stakeholders on their 
internal programs and their obligations and rights under securities laws.

The BCSC’s Whistleblower Program is a significant development in the regulation and 
enforcement of securities laws in B.C. The program offers a new avenue for 
whistleblowers to report misconduct and receive rewards and protection, while also 
creating new challenges and opportunities for businesses.
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